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Abstract. Handwritten essays are widely used in educational assessments, particularly in
classroom instruction. This paper concerns the design of an automated system for performing
the task of taking as input scanned images of handwritten student essays in reading comprehension tests and to produce as output scores for the answers which are analogous to
those provided by human scorers. The system is based on integrating the two technologies
of optical handwriting recognition (OHR) and automated essay scoring (AES). The OHR
system performs several pre-processing steps such as forms removal, rule-line removal and
segmentation of text lines and words. The final recognition step, which is tuned to the task of
reading comprehension evaluation in a primary education setting, is performed using a lexicon derived from the passage to be read. The AES system is based on the approach of latent
semantic analysis where a set of human-scored answers are used to determine scoring system
parameters using a machine learning approach. System performance is compared to scoring
done by human raters. Testing on a small set of handwritten answers indicate that system
performance is comparable to that of automatic scoring based on manual transcription.
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INTRODUCTION

Handwritten essays are widely used for student performance evaluation in schools and colleges. Since
this approach to evaluation is efficient and reliable it is likely to remain a key component of learning.
Assessing large numbers of handwritten essays is a relatively time-consuming and monotonous
task. At the same time there is an intense need to speed up and enhance the process of rating
handwritten essays while maintaining cost effectiveness. The assessment can also be used as a source
of timely, relatively inexpensive and responsible feedback about writing. The paper describes a first
attempt at designing a system for reading, scoring and analyzing handwritten essays from large
scale assessments to provide assessment results and feedback. Success in designing such a system
will not only allow instructors to provide timely feedback to students but also can provide feedback
to education researchers and educators.
Writing done by hand is the primary means of testing students on state assessments. Consider
as an example the New York State English Language Assessment (ELA) administered statewide in
grades 4 and 8. In the reading part of the test the student is asked to read a passage such as that
given in Fig 1 and answer several questions in writing.
An example of a reading comprehension question based on the passage of Fig. 1 is the following:“How was Martha Washington’s role as First Lady different from that of Eleanor Roosevelt?
Use information from American First Ladies in your answer.” The completed answer sheets of three
different students to the question are given in Fig. 2. The answers are scored by human assessors
on a seven-point scale of 0-6.
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Fig. 1. From the New York English Language Arts assessment for Grade 8, 2001 – two of three pages of
the story “American First Ladies” are shown.

Fig. 2. Sample answer sheets of three students (a-c) based on the reading comprehension passage of Fig.
1. The human assigned scores for these essays, on a scale of 0-6, were 2, 4 and 4 respectively.
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There is significant practical and pedagogical value in computer-assisted evaluation of such tests.
The task of scoring and reporting the results of these assessments in a timely manner is difficult
and relatively expensive. There is also an intense need to test later in the year for the purpose of
capturing the most student growth and at the same time meet the requirement to report student
scores before summer break. The biggest challenge is that of reading and scoring the handwritten
portions of large-scale assessments.
From the research viewpoint an automated solution will allow studying patterns among handwritten essays that may be otherwise laborious or impossible. For instance metrics can be obtained
for identifying difficulties struggling students are having, for measuring repetition of sections from
the original passage, for identifying language constructs specific to the population, etc.
The assessment problem is a well-constrained problem in artificial intelligence whose solution will
push forward existing technologies of handwriting recognition and automatic essay scoring. Much of
artificial intelligence research has progressed in the quest for solutions for specific problems, and this
problem promises to be an exciting one both in terms of the task and its use. Solving the problem
also promises to reduce costs and raise efficiency of large-scale assessments, which use handwritten
essays.
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES AND PREVIOUS WORK

The first step is that of computer reading of handwritten material in the scanned image of an
answer booklet page, or optical handwriting recognition (OHR). While computers have become
indispensable tools for two of three R’s, viz., arithmetic and writing, their use in the third R of
reading is still emerging. OHR involves several processing steps such as form (or rule line) removal,
line/word segmentation and recognition of individual words. Word recognition relies on a lexicon
of words-which could be derived from the passage, question and rubric available in statewide tests.
The result of processing the scanned handwritten answer of Fig.2(a) by an OHR system is shown
in Fig. 3. The lexicon consisted of words from the passage: 1800s, 1849, 1921, 1933, 1945, 1962,
38000, a, able, about, across, adlai, after, allowed, along, also, always, ambassador, American, etc.
When the lexicon is limited, a majority of the words are correctly recognized although there are
errors in some recognized words, and some words are entirely missed. These errors can be reduced
by better word segmentation and by using linguistic context in the form of transitional probabilities
between words, between parts-of-speech tags, etc. It is possible that certain words, when considered
in isolation, are illegible. Local context can resolve such ambiguity. The reading comprehension
passage and the rubric provide a rich source of contextual information that can be exploited to get
high recognition rates. However, the task itself is one of correct interpretation rather than that of
recognizing every illegible word.
Two basic approaches to automatic essay scoring (AES) are: IR (Information Retrieval)- based
and linguistics-based. The IR approach is exemplified by latent semantic analysis (LSA) where
keywords and their co-occurrence statistics are used to uncover hidden semantic links between a
gold standard and the essay to be evaluated. Linguistic approaches emphasize the use of structures
to decode the semantics.
Each of the two areas of OHR and AES has a significant research literature, with virtually no
overlap. This research involves integrating concepts and algorithms from each of these areas, which
are briefly summarized below.
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Fig. 3. Results of processing the answer sheet shown in Fig. 2(b) by the OHR system: (a) after forms and
rule-line removal, (b) after line and word segmentation (words are shown in different colors), and (c) after
word recognition-the word recognizer used a lexicon from the rubric of the question for performing word
recognition; only high confidence results are shown.

2.1

Optical Handwriting Recognition (OHR)

OHR is concerned with transforming an image of handwritten text into its textual form. It includes
character recognition (OCR), word recognition, part-of-speech tagging, and style recognition. A
survey of both on-line (also called dynamic) and off-line (or static or optical) handwriting recognition is [10]. While dynamic handwriting recognition has enjoyed considerable success due to the
increasing popularity of tablet PCs and PDAs, OHR has enjoyed success in constrained domains
such as postal addresses. To distinguish the two types of handwriting recognition the off-line case
is also referred to as optical handwriting recognition (OHR). The higher complexity of OHR stems
from the lack of temporal information and the complexity of document analysis.
Prior to OHR there are several pre-processing steps to be performed on document images,
e.g., detecting and eliminating extraneous information such as logos, ruled lines and margin lines.
Within the handwritten text the ordering of the lines has to be determined and within each line
the words need to be segmented. A system for reading unconstrained handwritten pages known as
PENMAN was developed by us [13] which has since been developed into the CEDAR-FOX system
for the analysis of handwritten documents for forensic analysis [14] and the CEDAR-OHR system.
These systems have tools for gray-scale to binary thresholding, rule line removal, and line/word
segmentation. There are interactive user interfaces available for the analysis of the documents by
researchers.
Character and Word Recognition: Recognition of characters and words is performed in a two
step process of feature extraction followed by classification. Features can be either the raw image
pixels or shape descriptors. Features can be at the character level (called analytic recognition)
or at the word level (holistic recognition). Word recognition can be performed reasonably well
for correctly segmented words with small lexicons. The process is error prone for mis-segmented
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text and large lexicons. Exploiting statistical dependencies between words was first explored in
the OCR domain [3] and then extended to on-line handwriting [12]. There has been considerable
success in constrained-domain handwriting recognition, e.g., in handwritten address interpretation
[7]. Statistical dependencies between word tags corresponding to parts of speech (POS) rather than
to words themselves was also explored by our group. In fact the proposed research will expand on
this idea but focus on NEs rather than POS.
Handwriting Interpretation: Handwriting Interpretation is a goal-oriented task where the goal
is not so much one of recognizing every character and word perfectly but to perform the overall
task in an accurate manner. It involves using basic handwriting recognition tools together with
contextual information to solve specific tasks even when there is significant uncertainty in the
specific components. Such approaches have found success when the domain is limited and contextual
information is available. For instance, in the domain of postal addresses a system was developed
for determining the destination irrespective of whether the individual components were correctly
written [15]. The strategy was to recognize the most easily recognizable parts of the address first,
which in this case consists of the ZIP Code and street number. These two “islands” are used to
narrow down the lexicon of choices of the street name, which simplifies the task of recognizing the
street name. The recognition of the ZIP Code is constrained by the state name and city name.
The mutual constraints lead to a correct interpretation irrespective of spelling errors, mistakes
and illegibility. Today, over 90% of all handwritten addresses in the United States are interpreted
by OHR. This triangulation is useful for recognition of essay words when constraints imposed by
certain words can be used to disambiguate illegible words.
2.2

Automatic Essay Scoring (AES)

Automated essay scoring has been a topic of research over four decades. A limitation of all past
work is that the essays or examinations have to be in computer readable form. A survey of previous
AES methods has been made by Palmer, et. al (2002). Project Essay Grade (PEG) (Page, 1961)
uses linguistic features from which a multiple regression equation is developed. In the Production
Automated Essay Grading System a grammar checker, a program to identify words and sentences,
software dictionary, a part-of-speech tagger, and a parser are used to gather data. E-rater (Burstein,
2003) uses a combination of statistical and NLP techniques to extract linguistic features. Larkey
(1998) implemented an AES approach based on text categorization techniques (TCT).
A promising approach to AES is based on a technique developed in the information retrieval
community known as latent semantic indexing. Its application to AES, known as latent semantic
analysis (LSA), uncovers lexical semantic links between an essay and a gold standard. Landauer, et.
al. (1998) developed the Intelligent Essay Assessor using LSA. A matrix for the essay is built, and
then transformed by the algebraic method of singular value decomposition (SVD) to approximately
reproduce the matrix using reduced dimensional matrices built for the topic domain. Using SVD new
relationships between words and documents are uncovered, and existing relationships are modified
to represent their significance. Using LSA the similarity between two essays can be measured despite
differences in individual lexical items. Where a gold standard exists, LSA is a robust approach. It
correlates as closely with human raters as human raters correlate with each other (Landauer et al.
2003).
Hybrid systems combine LSA word vector similarity metrics with structure-based linguistic
features. One such system is the widely-used ETS E-rater (Burstein, 2003) which has been used to
grade essays on the GMAT, TOEFL, and GRE exams. E-rater is trained on about 300 hand-graded
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essays for each question or prompt. A predictive statistical model is developed from the set of scored
essays by beginning with a set of 50-70 features and using stepwise linear regression to select features
necessary to assign a score from 1-6. E-rater uses part of speech (POS) tagging and shallow parsing
to identify subjunctive auxiliary verbs, more complex clause types (e.g. complement, infinitive, and
subordinate clauses), and discourse cue words (e.g. because, in summary, for example). Discourse
cue words are used both as individual features and as a way to divide essays into labeled discourse
segments. The score is a combination of an overall score and the scores for each discourse segment.
Additional features include the presence of words like possibly and perhaps, presence of sentenceinitial infinitive phrases, and discourse-deictic words like this and these. To evaluate content and
word choice, E-rater uses vectors of word frequencies. The training set is collapsed into six categories
(one for each scoring value), and each discourse segment is scored by comparing it with the six
categories. The mean of the argument scores is adjusted for the number of arguments (to penalize
shorter essays).

3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The basic software structure consists of OHR and AES systems. They are integrated into a single
automated assessment platform, which can both assign scores and provide analytic feedback. The
system is designed to be interactive so that the user– a researcher or educator– will be able to
examine the decisions made, and accept or change the decisions.
The OHR system has two phases/components: (i) Rubric Processor: a system that extracts
lexicons, entities and concepts from the reading passage, question and rubric– it compiles various
indices including lexicons of words that can be used as features by the answer OHR, and (ii) Answer
Processor: a system to analyze and score the scanned answer sheet(s)– the architecture of which is
shown in Fig. 4. The answer sheets are scanned as gray scale images at a resolution of 300 pixels
per inch. The OHR system is written in C with visual interfaces in Visual C++.
The AES system also has two phases. In the training phase the system parameters are learnt
from a set of human-scored samples. In the testing phase these parameters are used in performing
the evaluation.
3.1

OHR

Recognition of the scanned document begins with a number of document image pre-processing
steps such as extracting the foreground from the background, eliminating non-informative material
such as rule lines and other printed markings, determining the presence of handwritten words, their
reading sequence, etc. Examples of line/word segmentation and recognition, as performed by the
CEDAR OHR system, were seen earlier in Fig. 3. The main tasks for the OHR system are as follows:
(1)Word segmentation: The tasks here are the segmentation of lines and words of handwritten
text in the presence of ambiguity. To determine whether a gap is a true gap or not features are
taken into account from the current document rather than solely rely on a learning set.
(2) Word recognition: When vocabularies provided to the word recognizer are large contextual
information needs to be exploited to dynamically limit word choices during the process of recognition. Contextual information is readily available to the recognizer in the form of the passage to be
read and the answer rubric.
After the words in the scanned answer documents are recognized by the OHR system the
resulting word sequences are written to text files. These text files are then pre-processed for AES
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which include the following steps.
a. Removing punctuations and special characters
b. Converting upper case to lower case for generalization
c. Stop word removal - removing common words such as a and the which occur very often and are
not of significant importance
d. Stemming - morphological variants of words have similar semantic interpretations and therefore
a stemming algorithm is used to reduce the word to its stem or root form. The algorithm [11]] uses
a technique called suffix stripping where an explicit suffix list is provided along with a condition
on which the suffix should be removed or replaced to form the stem of the word, which would be
common among all variations. For example the word reading after suffix stripping is reduced to
read.

Fig. 4. Answer Processor Architecture.
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3.2

AES

When a large number of student answers are available, which is the case in statewide assessments,
a holistic approach will assist in providing computer automated grades close to those that would
be assigned by expert human graders. The Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) approach can take
advantage of the availability of a large training corpus. The training corpus consists of humanscored answer documents. The potentiality of LSA to imitate human judgment has been explored
and found to have a strong correlation [4].
The underlying semantics of the training corpus are extracted using LSA and without the use
of any other external knowledge. The method captures how the variations in term choices and
variations in answer document meanings are related. However, it does not take into consideration
the order of occurrence of words. This implies that even if two students have used different words
to convey the same message, LSA can capture the co-relation between the two documents. This is
because LSA depicts the meaning of a word as an average of the connotation of the documents in
which it occurs. It can similarly judge the correctness of an answer document as an average of the
measure of correctness of all the words it contains.
Mathematically this can be explained as the simultaneous representation of all the answer documents in the training corpus as points in semantic space, with initial dimensionality of the order
of the number of terms in the document. This dimensionality is reduced to an optimal value large
enough to represent the structure of the answer documents and small enough to facilitate elimination of irrelevant representations. The answer document to be graded is also placed in the reduced
dimensionality semantic space and the by and large term-based similarity between this document
and each of those in the training corpus can then be determined by measuring the cosine of the
angle between the two documents at the origin.
A good approximation of the computer score to a human score heavily depends on the optimal
reduced dimensionality. This optimal dimension is related to the features that determine the term
meaning from which we can derive the hidden correlations between terms and answer documents.
However a general method to determine this optimal dimension is still an open research problem.
Currently a brute force approach is adopted. Reducing the dimensions is done by omitting inconsequential relations and retaining only significant ones. A factor analysis method such as Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) helps reduce the dimensionality to a desired approximation.
The first step in LSA is to construct a t x n term-by-document matrix M whose entries are frequencies. SVD or two-mode factor analysis decomposes this rectangular matrix into three matrices
[1]. The SVD for a rectangular matrix M can be defined as
0

M = T SD ,

(1)

where prime (0 ) indicates matrix transposition, M is the rectangular term by document matrix with
t rows and n columns, T is the t x m matrix, which describes rows in the matrix M as left singular
vectors of derived orthogonal factor values, D is the n x m matrix, which describes columns in the
matrix M as right singular vectors of derived orthogonal factor values, S is the m x m diagonal
0
matrix of singular values such that when T , S and D are matrix multiplied M is reconstructed,
and m is the rank of M = min(t , n).
To reduce the dimensionality to a value, say k, from the matrix S we have to delete m − k
rows and columns starting from those which contain the smallest singular value to form the matrix
0
0
S1 . The corresponding columns in T and rows in D are also deleted to form matrices T1 and D1
respectively. The matrix M1 is an approximation of matrix M with reduced dimensions as follows
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0

M1 = T1 S1 D1 .

(2)

Standard algorithms are available to perform SVD. To illustrate, a document-term matrix constructed from 31 essays from the American First Ladies example shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 are
given in Table 1. Since the corpus contains 31 documents with 154 unique words, M has dimensions t = 154 and m = 31.
Term/Doc D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
T1
0 0 0 0 0 0
T2
2 1 2 1 3 1
T3
0 1 0 1 3 1
T4
0 1 0 0 0 1
T5
0 1 0 0 0 0
T6
0 1 1 0 0 1
T7
0 0 0 0 1 0
T8
0 0 0 0 1 0
T9
... ... ... ... ... ...
T154
0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1. An Example 154 x 31 Term by Document Matrix M,
in the j th answer document.

D7 D8 . . . D31
0 0 ... 0
2 1 ... 2
2 1 ... 1
0 0 ... 0
1 0 ... 0
2 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
1 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... 0
where Mij is the frequency of the ith term

Training Phase. The following steps are performed in the training phase:
1) Answer documents are preprocessed and tokenized into a list of words or terms– using the
document pre-processing steps described in section 3.1.
2) An Answer Dictionary is created which assigns a unique file ID to all the answer documents in
the corpus.
3) A Word Dictionary is created which assigns a unique word ID to all the words in the corpus.
4) An index with the word ID and the number of times it occurs (word frequency) in each of the
31 documents is created.
5) A Term-by-Document Matrix, M is created from the index, where Mij is the frequency of the
ith term in the jth answer document
Validation Phase. A set of human graded documents, known as the validation set, are used to
determine the optimal value of k. Each of them are passed as query vectors and compared with the
training corpus documents. The following steps are repeated for each document.
1) A vector Q of term frequencies in the query document is created, similar to the way M was
created
2) Q is then added as the 0th column of the Matrix M to give a matrix Mq
0
3) SVD is performed on the matrix Mq , to give the T SD matrices
4) Steps 5-10 are repeated for dimension values, k = 1 to min(t, m)
5) Delete m − k rows and columns from the S matrix, starting from the smallest singular value
0
to form the matrix S1 . The corresponding columns in T and rows in D are also deleted to form
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matrices T1 and D1 respectively
0
6) Construct the matrix Mq1 by multiplying the matrices T1 S1 D1
7) The similarity between the query document x (the 0th column of the matrix Mq1 ) and each of the
other documents y in the training corpus (subsequent columns in the matrix Mq1 ) are determined
by the cosine similarity measure defined as
Pn
xi yi
(3)
CosineSimilarity = pPn i=1 Pn
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
8) The training documents with the highest similarity score, when compared with the query answer
documents are selected and the human scores associated with these documents are assigned to the
documents in question respectively
9) The mean difference between the LSA graded scores and that assigned to the query by a human
grader is calculated for each dimension over all the queries
10) Return to step 4
11) The dimension with least mean difference is selected as the optimal dimension k which is used
in the testing phase.
Testing Phase. The testing set consists of a set of scored essays not used in the training and
validation phases. The term-document matrix constructed in the training phase and the value of k
determined from the validation phase are used to determine the scores of the test set.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The corpus for experimentation consisted of 71 handwritten answer essays. Of these essays 48 were
by students and 23 were by teachers. Each of the 71 answer essays were manually assigned a score
by education researchers. The essays were divided into 47 training samples, 12 validation samples
and 12 testing samples. The training set had a human-score distribution on the seven-point scale
as follows: 1,8,9,10,2,9,8. Both the validation and testing sets had human-score distributions of
0,2,2,3,1,2,2.
Two different sets of 71 transcribed essays were created, the first by manual transcription (MT)
and the second by the OHR system. The lexicon for the OHR system consisted of unique words
from the passage to be read, which had a size of 274. Separate training and validation phases were
conducted for the MT and OHR essays. For the MT essays, the document-term matrix M had
t = 490 and m = 47 and the optimal value of k was determined to be 5. For the OHR essays, the
corresponding values were t = 154, m = 47 and k = 8. The smaller number of terms in the OHR
case is explained by the fact that several words were not recognized.
Comparisons of the human-assigned scores (the gold-standard) with (i) automatically assigned
scores based on MT is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (ii) automatically assigned scores based on OHR
is shown in 5(b). In both plots the human scores are shown as stars (*) and machine-assigned
scores as open circles. Using MT the human-machine mean difference was 1.17 (Fig. 5 (a)). This is
consistent with a one-point difference between LSA and the gold-standard previously established
in large scale testing. Using OHR the the human-machine difference was 1.75 (Fig. 5 (b)). Thus a
0.58 difference is observed between MT and OHR using LSA scoring. Although the testing set is
small, these preliminary results demonstrate the potential of the method for holistic scoring and
robustness with OHR errors.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of human scores, MT-LSA scores and OHR-LSA scores on 12 student responses to the
American First Ladies question: (a) MT-LSA scores (open circles) are within 1.17 of human scores (stars),
and (b) OHR-LSA scores (open circles) are within 1.75 of human scores (stars).
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

An approach to automatically evaluating handwritten essays in reading comprehension tests has
been described. The design is based on optical handwriting recognition (OHR) and automatic essay
scoring (AES). The lexicon for OHR is obtained from the passage to be read by the students.
The AES method is based on latent semantic analysis (LSA) which is a holistic method of scoring
that has shown much promise. Results on a small testing set show that with manually transcribed
(MT) essays, LSA scoring has about a one-point difference from human scoring which is consistent
with large scale testing. With the same test set, OHR-LSA scoring has a half-point difference from
MT-LSA scoring.
The results point out that despite errors in word recognition the overall scoring performance is
good enough to have practical value. This points out that when the evaluation of an OHR system
is based not so much on word recognition rates but in terms of the overall application in which it is
used, the performance can be quite acceptable. The same phenomenon has been observed in other
OHR aplications such as postal address reading where the goal is not so much as to read every
word correctly but achieve a correct sortation.
The LSA approach has some disadvantages for its use in a class-room setting since it is based on a
holistic approach. Like other IR approaches based on a “bag of words” model, LSA ignores linguistic
structures. While the scoring is based on content, it is not based on idea development, organization,
cohesion, style, grammar, or usage conventions. Such an approach, known as analytic scoring, will
need to take into account linguistic structures. The result of analytic scoring will be more useful
to teachers and education researchers. Future work will involve improving the robustness of OHR,
particularly in segmenting touching text lines, and the use of information extraction techniques for
tighter integration between OHR and AES.
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